Norah Head Lighthouse Land Manager Board
P.O. Box 4 Toukley, NSW 2263 Australia

September 2020 Newsletter
Covid 19 Virus and the Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve
The Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve Land Manager Board encourages everyone to come an
enjoy watching whales while being mindful in practicing the 1.5m social distancing.
Please be aware that the situation is constantly under review and our Web Site and Facebook
Page will try and keep you up to date on the lifting of restrictions.
https://norahheadlighthouse.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/NorahHeadLighthouse/

LIGHTHOUSE TOWER TOURS TO REMAINS CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
ACCOMMODATION & WEDDINGS AVAILABLE
Visit our web site for details or call our Site Manager, Tracy Stubbings on 0452 564 102.
LAND MANAGER BOARD NEWS
The Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve Land Manager Board holds a regular Board Meeting
once a month. The Board was meeting in Council’s Norah Head Community Hall at 75
Bungary Road, Norah Head, however earlier this year Central Coast Council closed this
Community Centre indefinitely due to extreme termite damage.
A venue that meets the Covid 19 social distancing requirements became a problem for the
Board. For the last few months, the Board have been meeting fortnightly to address how the
Board is going to manage with a its drastically reduced income resulting from the loss of
income from the closure of lighthouse tours. Meetings have been held in venues like the
Sporties Club at Norah Head. The Board now been granted use of Memorial Hall located in
Pearce Ave Toukley for meetings while Covid 19 restrictions prevent Toukley Senior Citizens
seniors from using it.
KEEPERS WATCH CAFÉ
The mobile food van on the reserve has remained closed since March 2020. The agreement
that the van’s owners had with the Board expired in July 2020. A dispute has arisen between
the Board and the van’s owners and the Board is awaiting advice from the Minister for Crown
Lands, Melinda Pavey, on a resolution to this matter.
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NORAH HEAD LIGHTHOUSE NEEDS PROTECTION FROM COASTAL EROSION
Our coastline boasts a diverse natural landscape that includes long sandy beaches, numerous
small bays, intertidal rock platforms, high sandstone cliffs and rocky bluffs. It’s unique beauty
and character makes it one of the coast’s most valued natural assets. You will be aware of
how the recent East Coast low battered the region's beachside properties. Long term erosion
and sea level rise trends mean the coastline is under considerable threat.
Norah Head Lighthouse is not exempt from this threat, however the draft Council Coastal
Zone Management Plan 2017 that examines how Council and its community will manage the
future of it’s coastline completely ignores the need to protect this iconic building that has
become the symbol that promotes the Central Coast.
Ironically, the lighthouse image is used on the cover of Council’s Draft Wyong Coastal
Management Plan 2017 that proposes to allow natural coastal and geotechnical processes to
occur. As part of an identified Natural Coast Management Precinct there is no proposal to
protect the Lighthouse from coastal erosion that in the years ahead put the structure at risk.
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Background
When the Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve Land Manager Board (NHLRM Board) enquired to
the Central Coast Council about the delays in obtaining approval to the Development
Application for the new Volunteers Workshop Shed, it was informed that the delay was partly
because of the proximity of the shed to the cliff recession hazard line.
The former Wyong Shire Council undertook a 2017 update to the original 2011 Coastal Zone
Management Plan (CZMP). The CZMP provides practical actions to address current and future
risks to Wyong’s coast from coastal processes. It determines appropriate hazard estimates in
zones affected by both beach and cliff (geotechnical) processes.
Impact Of Cliff Recession On The Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve
Recession of the rocky cliff faces along Wyong’s coast is considered to occur primally due to
preferential weathering of sedimentary layers occurring at the cliff toe slopes, which causes
the overlying sandstone to topple. Taller cliffs comprised of Tuggerah Formation or
Munmorah Conglomerate Rocks overlain by thick sandy profiles, such as across Norah Head
were estimated to be the most exposed to recession impacts.

Weathering of sedimentary layers occurring at the cliff
toe slopes causes the overlying sandstone to topple.
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The two photos below provide an example of the erosion of the rock face near the Beach
Stairs.

Top of undercut rock ledge

Below showing undercut rock ready to collapse
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Management Intent
• To maintain and enhance natural landscape values (beach and rocky coast),
which in turn support the scenic values of adjacent precincts
•

To support high value ecological habitats and threatened species

•

To allow natural coastal and geotechnical processes to occur

•

To provide for limited, low key recreational access

•

To provide for safe and appropriate recreational access to the rocky coast and
other areas of geotechnical risk

Management Actions
•

38: Conduct benchmark survey of coastal ecological communities

•

39: Establish conservation agreements for high value habitat where feasible

•

22: Update DCP to provide for migration buffers for coastal wetland habitats

•

37: Continue to work with OEH to protect shorebird nesting sites

•

6: Dune rehabilitation works;

•

7 Continue to support volunteer dune maintenance groups

•

40: Review POMs (for Community, Crown including Holiday Parks, and
National Parks / Reserves land) to include consideration of coastal and
geotechnical hazards

•

42: Develop a decision support tool to respond to coastal threats to
Aboriginal sites

•

32: Continue to develop sections of the coastal walk

•

30: Develop a program of recreational asset upgrades

•

41: Develop coastal interpretive signage in liaison with the Aboriginal
community

•

4: Monitoring program for high risk landslip sites

•

19: Update the LEP / DCP to include relevant provisions for managing
geotechnical hazard
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The Norah Head Lighthouse Reserve is a State Heritage listed site. Providing for limited, low
key recreational access to the rock shelf which forms part of Norah Head Lighthouse Loop
walk around to Lighthouse Beach is not an acceptable option. The NHLRLM Board considers
that planned or managed retreat is not a satisfactory option for the Lighthouse Reserve. The
Board is of the belief that action should be taken now that will stop further erosion of the cliff
face and avoid a more costly solution if the protection is deferred.
Meetings With Central Coast Council
At a meeting on 10th December, 2018 between the Mayor, Jane Smith, and CEO, Gary Murphy,
with Neil Rose and Doug Darlington, at which this issue was discussed. In a follow up, extracts
from 2017 WCZMP and the above report were sent to the Mayor and the CEO.
A meeting on 1st February, 2019, at the Wyong Office, was arranged between Neil Rose and
Doug Darlington representing the NHLRLM Board with Central Coast Council’s Ben Fullagar,
Section Manager, Coastal Protection. The object of the meeting was to discuss the
development of a Plan of Management that will include protecting the base of the cliff around
the reserve from continued weathering of sedimentary layers occurring at the cliff toe slopes.
The advice given was that the NHLRLM Board should request that the Department of
Industries, as owners, should be requested to instigate a Plane of Management to protect the
cliff face.
Department of Industry letter 19th June, 2019.
It is the Department’s preference that the coastal cliff instability issues at Norah Head
Lighthouse Reserve are investigated and managed under the auspice of a CMP. Beyond the
benefits outlined above, this process would ensure that the approach chosen is evidenced
based, and has the support of Council, community members and other agencies. Subject to
a grant application process, funds to assist with investigations and, if required, the
implementation of works, may also be available through the ‘Coastal Management Program’.
To this end, it is recommended that a meeting be held between the Department, the Board,
Council and the Office of Environment and Heritage, who administer the coastal management
framework and funding program. The aim of this meeting would be to map out a coordinated
and collaborative approach towards investigating and addressing the coastal cliff instability
hazard that has been identified by Council.
Present Position
There have been no preliminary investigations or the commissioning of designs for immediate
protection of the cliff face from the weathering of the sedimentary layers occurring at the cliff
toe slopes, which causes the overlying sandstone to topple. The NHLRLM Board has made
numerous requests to Council to have protection of the Norah Head part of the Council’s
CZMP.
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